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“I shall be more than satisfied if this Conference has developed a habit of asking questions
first and making a decision second, communication before action. This I think you will agree
is a more sensible approach than the more usual one of instant decision followed a bit later
by an inquiry to find out why it all went wrong.”

– HRH The Duke of Edinburgh, 1968

CHAPTER THREE 

AUSTRALIA HAS A GO 
1962-1968

With two successes behind them, Prince Philip and Sir Harold decided to go for a trifecta:
a third Conference, in Australia, in 1968. But it was very nearly not to be; only the active
intervention of Prince Philip and the tireless work of Donald Malcolmson, an executive
with Imperial Chemical Industries of Australia and New Zealand Ltd., in the early days
kept the project aloft long enough for it to find its wings. 

Initially, the prospects for Australia looked good. The Duke and Sir Harold had even
found a strong candidate for Chairman, a man they believed could shepherd the conference
to success. In June 1962, just days after the close of the Canadian Conference, Sir Harold
approached him. 

Lord Casey, born Richard Gardiner Casey, was something of a legend in Australian politics.
Already 72 in 1962, (he was to become Governor General three years later) Casey had
first been elected to Parliament in 1931 and was appointed Treasurer four years later.
When Robert Menzies became Prime Minister the first time, in 1939, Casey was given
the portfolio of Supply and Development and he sat in the War Cabinet. He resigned his
parliamentary seat in 1940 to become the first Australian Minister to the United States.
In 1942, Winston Churchill appointed him British Minister of State Resident in the
Middle East and put him in the UK War Cabinet in 1942 and 1943. From 1944 to
1946, Casey served as Governor of Bengal and he re-entered Australian politics with 
his election to Parliament in December 1949, holding a variety of cabinet posts until 
his final resignation from Parliament in February 1960.

Sir Harold presented Lord Casey with a set of Conference documents shortly after the
Canadian meeting closed and won from him a promise to speak to the Prime Minister,
Sir Robert Menzies (he, too, had successfully returned to Parliament, becoming Prime
Minister in 1949) about a Conference for Australia in 1968. The plan also called for
Prince Philip to talk to Lord Casey personally about taking on the post of Chairman.
There was already solid backing for an Australian Conference from one group: the
Australian alumni of 1956 and 1962. At a business meeting in Melbourne on February 23,
1963, the 45 alumni in attendance signalled their support for a Conference in their 
country. They delivered the same message in person to Prince Philip the following 
day at a reception in their honour aboard the Royal Yacht Britannia in Melbourne.

The following month, Malcolmson noted the positive mood in a long letter to Suzanne
Walker, Secretary to the Trustees. Of the business meeting and the shipboard reception 
in Melbourne, Malcolmson wrote that “it was a great success in many ways.

“There is obviously [a] considerable amount of enthusiasm amongst members to ensure
that the next Conference should be held in Australia. Some members, of course, have
reservations but I do not consider them serious ones,” he wrote. What Malcolmson did
consider serious was that the enthusiasm was not unanimous. Progress had been made
organizing the alumni but he was to write that, “I cannot report such good progress
[elsewhere] in our plans for the third Conference here.”
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for such a meeting,” Malcolmson wrote in an April 1964 letter. He did, however, go on
to warn that, “Since the end of January, I have heard nothing further from him [Bland]
and my telephone calls have all missed him when I attempted to enquire about progress.”
Malcolmson promised to “keep pressing for an early reply.” 

Barely a month later, Prince Philip weighed in with a critique of the proposed conference
title – Problems of the Effective Development of Human Resources in Expanding
Industrial Communities – from a decidedly unexpected perspective.

“Frankly, I don’t like it,” he wrote in a May 4, 1964, memo to Sir Harold. The Duke
suggested strongly that the proposal seemed to focus far too much on business.

“It smacks of the industrialists’ view of people as ‘resources’ which is a hideous idea and
completely against everything that the previous Conferences have tried to achieve. The
main point of these meetings is to make people aware of the primary importance of
human communities and that industry is for the benefit of people and not that people
are the resources for industry.”

Prince Philip found the same shortcomings in the proposed tours for the Study Groups,
which he said were “most comprehensive but make the same mistake. The projects are
all industrial whereas they should be about communities. The ones to be visited should
be chosen to demonstrate as wide a variety as possible of the conditions under which
communities exist in Australia, the extent to which community life is affected by the
industries in those areas and the particular problems of isolation and so on which com-
munities have to face.”

The Duke suggested that the title be changed to The Development of Human Communities
in an Expanding Industrial Nation and he offered to pay a short visit to Australia early
in 1965 to discuss the Conference in person.

In July 1964, Sir Harold lunched with Sir Robert Menzies and emphasized again the
Duke’s keen interest in an Australian Conference. Two months later, Sir Harold wrote
Prince Philip that contact was restored with Henry Bland and things were moving along,

Indeed, Malcolmson sent Bland a detailed draft of the proposed Conference, now entitled
The Human Problems of Industrial and Agricultural Communities in a Developing
Country, with a projected budget of £155,000, “or £160,000 if the Conference ends in
Perth” [it ended in Melbourne]. 

Money was to prove less of a problem that in previous Conferences; the Canadian edition
in 1962 had, thanks to E.P. Taylor’s efforts, left a surplus of some $90,000 (Cdn), an
amount that would be worth $550,000 in 2005.

Prince Philip finally got the news he was waiting for during a visit to Australia in early 1965.
Bland and a delegation of four others arrived at Government House, Sydney, on February 23
to inform him that a meeting the previous week in Melbourne of Conference alumni and
prominent business and trade-union people had decided in principle that Australia should
offer formally to stage the third Duke of Edinburgh Study Conference in 1968.

Perhaps keen to ensure that this decision stayed made, Prince Philip issued a press release
on February 25, 1965, in which he “expressed his great delight at this news” – and
effectively locked everybody into the decision. It was to prove a prescient move.

The following July, the Duke met Sir James Kirby at Buckingham Palace. Sir James,
chairman of James N. Kirby Pty Ltd., brought with him Progress Notes for the Third
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Some of the danger signals came from Henry Bland, the senior Australian civil servant
who, after failing to secure the blessing of his government to stage the 1962 Conference
in Australia, had worked so hard to make it happen in Canada.

“Harry Bland did not call a special meeting of the advisory committee to discuss this, 
as I envisaged in [an earlier letter],” Malcolmson observed. “He [said] instead that he
understood that Prince Philip and our Prime Minister had discussed this matter during
the Commonwealth Games last November [1962 in Perth] and that Sir Robert Menzies
had not seemed very taken with the idea.” Malcolmson warned that “the question of the
interest of the Federal Government is such a vital one that we will need to proceed very
carefully, to ensure that the Prime Minister changes his doubts to keen interest.”

On reading this, Prince Philip was to observe in a note to Sir Harold that Bland’s account
about Philip’s talk with the Prime Minister was “slightly misleading because I didn’t, in
fact, discuss this with Menzies.”

The Duke went on to say that Lord Casey had declined the post of Conference chairman
because “when I spoke to Casey, he said he’d be too old by 1968 to be any use – so that
put me back to square one! [Lord Casey was Governor General of Australia from 1965
to his retirement in 1969, at the age of 78] While I could have persuaded Menzies that it
was a good idea, I felt we ought to have a person ready to take the chair.” 

The Duke suggested that “the thing to do is to pick Lord Baillieu’s brains on this. I’m
sure the Australians could do a Conference.” Sir Harold agreed to “sound Clive Baillieu
as soon as I get back to London.” 

Sir Clive Latham Baillieu, the First Baron Baillieu, was born in Australia in 1889 and
educated at Oxford and Cambridge. A lawyer, he had headed the British Raw Materials
Mission to Washington during the Second World War. He became vice-chairman of the
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd. in 1945, chairman in 1949, and president in 1957. He also
served on the boards or in the executive offices of four banks and investment corporations.

His brains were duly picked and in June 1963, Lord Baillieu recommended candidates 
for the jobs of Chairman, Chairman of the Steering Committee, and Treasurer. The Duke
finally had his chat with Sir Robert Menzies, who expressed great enthusiasm for the idea
– so long as the Government would not have to come up with large sums of money for
the Conference. Prince Philip assured him that he didn’t think that the Conference was
worth holding unless it had the backing of industry and commerce in Australia. 

In January 1964, a group of Australian Conference members led by Malcolmson met to
agree to an outline plan for 1968 which they would then circulate to the other members
throughout Australia. But problems of distance had slowed progress – Australia, like
Canada, can be a land of “too much geography.” 

Malcolmson sent an outline proposal for a Conference, entitled Problems of the Effective
Development of Human Resources in Expanding Industrial Communities, to Sir Harold,
citing the enthusiastic support of Conference alumni and of Henry Bland, now Secretary
of the Department of Labour and National Service and someone whose help would be crucial.

“Mr. Bland was also very interested and helpful and promised to suggest names of leading
industrialists, trade unionists, government officials and university people who ought to
be invited to meet with his advisory committee and the previous Conference members to
start the initial planning. He also said his Government Department would provide facilities

Australia in 1968
Population: 12.0 million
Prime Minister: John Gorton
Inflation: 2.65%

No. 1 Song as Conference
Opens: What a Wonderful
World (Louis Armstrong)

1968 Conference
Theme: Human Problems 
of Industrial Development 
and Re-development in
Commonwealth Countries

Dates: May 12-June 4, 1968
300 Members from 24 Countries.

The World in 1968
Population: 3.556 billion
Alexander Dubcek elected 
as Czechoslovakian leader, 
ushering in the “Prague Spring”
liberalization that is quickly
crushed by Soviet Union.

Martin Luther King assassinated
in April; Robert F. Kennedy
assassinated 62 days later.

Student and worker strikes bring
down French Government. 

Tet Offensive begins as Viet
Cong forces launch broad-based
attacks across South Vietnam.

THE UK FUND

There have been few times when the Conference
enjoyed a cornucopia of funds but this certainly was
the situation on February 8, 1963. At a meeting
of the trustees, a vote was taken to absorb the
$90,000 surplus from E.P. Taylor’s prodigious
fundraising for the 1962 Conference in Canada and
to form a London-based Trust, to be known as the
“UK Fund.” 

The Canadian surplus was officially combined 
with a smaller amount left over from the 1956 
conference, which had been largely invested in 
War Bonds then trading below their face value,
according to the meeting minutes. 

Henceforth, according to the articles governing
the UK Fund, it would be dedicated to “organisation
of future Conferences,” “securing an effective
United Kingdom membership” in future conferences,
and helping UK members “to maintain their 
contacts with fellow Commonwealth and Empire
members.” The Fund’s initial trustees included
Conference veterans Sir Harold Hartley (Chair),
Lord Fleck, Sir John Hanbury-Williams, John
Marsh, and Lord (Thomas) Williamson. 
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difficulties in Africa,” he wrote on January 10, 1966, to Peter (C.T.) Looker, Chairman of
the Executive Committee, “I am quite convinced that there is every reason to press on with
this Conference. It won’t be a disaster if we don’t get a ‘full house’ of all Commonwealth
countries. The members who do come will gain a most valuable experience in Australia.”
The Duke was proven right; a contingent of normal size arrived from Africa in 1968 –
including two from Ghana and four from Nigeria.

That same January came more evidence that the divide between management and labour,
so pronounced in 1956, had eased considerably. At a meeting January 10, 1966, between
C.T. Looker and the UK Trustees, Sir Harold anticipated an imbalance and moved to fix
it. The minutes of that meeting record it this way:

“Sir Harold drew attention to Prince Philip’s wish to maintain a good balance between
managers and trade unionists and Lord [Thomas] Williamson [General Secretary of the
Municipal and General Workers’ Union] had noted from the papers that there were no
trade union Chairmen of Committees. He urged that consideration be given, if this had
not already been done, to appointing some good young trade unionists as, in his experience,
a preponderance of management made the Committees weighted with the risk that people
might look for snags and make trouble.”

Sir Harold himself pointed out to the meeting that “two of the Study Group Chairmen
in 1956 were trade unionists,” suggesting there was no reason why there couldn’t be a
similar number this time.

The meeting is significant for its robust openness to labour and for the evolution of the
Conference process. At the two previous meetings, members were given a stack of
“background papers” which they were expected to have read prior to arrival. Many
complained that the papers were dry and uninteresting. According to the January 20
minutes, “the Executive Committee was considering the value and content of the back-
ground papers and Prince Philip had already urged they be kept as short as possible. 
In 1956 there were too many and they were largely irrelevant to the subjects chosen 
for study; in 1962 they possibly concentrated too much purely on Canada. The 1968
Conference was to be a comparative study of the Commonwealth and Australians 
hoped to learn as much from members attending from other countries as they would
learn from Australia.”

It was also noted that the “reporting back by the Study Groups to the entire Conference
had been the climax of the Conference,” while the process in 1956 and 1962 of having
interim reports “had been a bit of an anti-climax.” The Conferences were feeling their
way towards a more exciting and energetic process.

In the summer of 1966, with the Australian Conference still two years away, Prince
Philip weighed into the organisation of the meeting again, this time in response to
Looker’s use in the proposed program of the terms “developing” and “developed” 
countries with regards to his selection of two keynote speakers. 

The Duke’s analysis might have won him indifferent grades at the London School of
Economics but it would certainly have scored well in the court of public opinion: “This
[the distinction between ‘developing’ and ‘developed’] is an economist’s platitude and
means very little,” he wrote. “After all, every country is developing all the time. The idea
that countries can achieve a ‘developed’ state, as if they had got to the top of a hill and
were then able to free wheel for ever, is very misleading. Furthermore, it suggests a sort
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Study Conference. Drafted by Bland’s preliminary planning committee, the title of the
Conference had changed slightly – again – to The Human Problems of Industrial
Development and Re-Development. Several key organisational jobs had been filled
within the executive committee and Sir James himself had agreed to chair the Finance
Committee. The position of Executive Director was to be advertised and it was filled
that September with the appointment of Douglas Sadler, a civil servant in the
Department of Immigration in Canberra.

That October, Bland reported on the final meeting of the Preliminary Planning Committee
and enclosed an outline conference programme. He also sent a paper prepared by the
Planning Committee on which the Prince made a few comments but otherwise described
as excellent and a very good basis for further discussion and planning. 

But there was a bombshell tucked away on page two of Bland’s memo, one that threatened
to destroy the symmetry of the Conference’s six-year cycles: “May/June 1969 seemed the
most appropriate timing for the Conference,” it said. “The May/June 1968 vacation was
thought to be too early to allow of [sic] adequate preparations.”

Prince Philip wrote to Henry Bland, who by then had been knighted, to say that he was
“sure you will appreciate my anxiety about this change because in the Press announcement
in Sydney on 25th February this year, it said quite distinctly that I had been told that the
Conference would be in 1968. I am also a little concerned lest people begin to lose interest
in something which is four years away. I quite see the problem of finding accommodation
in the Christmas/January period and I am sure you are right to choose the May/June
period. From our experience here, having regard to all the careful consideration that you
have already given to the organisation, three years should be sufficient. I therefore ask
the Committee to reconsider whether in their opinion May/June 1968 is impossible.” 
He closed with congratulations for Bland’s recent knighthood.

The Duke, taking no chances, also encouraged Sir James Kirby to “put a squib under
Harry Bland,” a suggestion that appeared to bear fruit. Later that October, Bland reported
back to Prince Philip that Sir Garfield Barwick, the Chief Justice, had agreed to be
Chairman of the main Council – and that the plan now called for a Conference to be
held during May-June vacation of 1968.

The appointment of Sir Garfield proved a boon to the Conference, imbuing it simultaneously
with local heft and credibility. The Sydney-born Sir Garfield was a lawyer who had 
won the riding of Parramatta for the Liberal Party in a 1958 by-election and in the three
succeeding general elections. He had served as Attorney General and Minister for External
Affairs before heading the Australian delegation to the United Nations General Assembly.
In 1964 he was appointed Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia (from which post
in 1975 he was to deliver a legal opinion to Governor General Sir John Kerr that he had been
within his powers to dismiss Prime Minister Gough Whitlam for failing to secure supply).

With things more or less sorted out in Australia, however, dark storm clouds began 
gathering at the other end of the world which again threatened the Conference. Separate
coups toppled the governments of Nigeria in January, Ghana in February, and Nigeria
again that July. There were suggestions that these developments might keep away a large
number of African Commonwealth members.

It was left, once again, to Prince Philip to issue the reassurances, and to point out that
the Conference was still two and half years away. “Although there are many and serious

Group members in 
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In his opening address on Monday, May 13, 1968, at the University of Sydney, Prince
Philip, at 47 an old hand at these things, delivered his customary word of caution to the
300 members gathered at the Great Hall. His message may have been the same as in
1956 and 1962 but his prose had become more elegant. And more forceful, too, as he
re-emphasized the message of his 1964 memo about the industrialists’ view of people 
as resources.

“I think I must say just one word of warning to those of you who may be thinking that
this Conference will somehow answer all your questions and doubts, because it won’t.
You are much more likely to find that nothing is absolutely right or absolutely wrong,
and that every tentative attempt at progress is a compromise between conflicting and
contradictory claims. The fact is that satisfactory human communities are more important
than the industries which provide employment. People do not exist to serve industry, it is the
other way around; every industry exists for the benefit of people. In any new development
which involves the employment of people, the first consideration should be the establishment
of a viable and satisfactory human community to which the industrial part of the develop-
ment can offer gainful employment.”

The Duke also reminded them of the cardinal rule of Study Conferences: “I would ask you
all, at least for the period of this Conference, to forget all your prejudices and pre-conceived
ideas, all your institutional dogmas and all your favourite ‘isms’ and theories. You are here
as individuals, you don’t have to represent anything, any country or any person.”

After telling members what the Conference wasn’t concerned with – “details of industrial
organisation, factory layout, wage rates, technological innovation or scientific discovery” –
the Duke advised that “it is concerned with the total impact of all these factors on the
life and existence of human beings within the community.”

The Duke presided at a plenary session the following day and a question-and-answer
session on May 15. He presided at sessions in Canberra on May 16 before members set
out by train and plane across Australia for Study Tours.

One Conference member declared himself impressed with Prince Philip – almost against his
better judgment. “You can’t call me a dedicated royalist,” James P. Delahunty, then a salary
and research officer with the New Zealand Educational Institute, was to recall more than
35 years later. “But I was interested in the way in which the Duke of Edinburgh participated
in panel discussions. Now, if you make a speech written by a team of speech writers, you
might be able to deliver it well, but you can’t conceal that in a flowing discussion. Or you
can’t conceal it if you’re not intelligent. He performed extremely well and had a very good
grasp of what was being discussed.”

Delahunty also recalled another moment that illustrated the Prince’s quick mind – and
his uneasy relationship with the media.

“The Duke had had some problems with the press over the years. We went out on 
that farm visit to see some people throwing boomerangs – we had a go, too – and the
things would sort of dip and hit the ground and we couldn’t get the things to work. 
But someone said, ‘Oh, would you like to have a throw?’ And [the Duke] said, ‘Oh,
well, it would be just my luck to hit a member of the press’ – which was quite quick
and wry in the circumstances.” 

One Study Group travelled to Western Australia, a vast state anchored by Perth that is
the world’s third largest producer of iron ore. In Port Hedland, the Rev. Canon Frank
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of standard state of development which all countries will inevitably achieve or at least
should make every attempt to achieve. There can be no such standard. Climate, national
character, natural resources, political stability, and many other important factors vary
enormously between one country and another.”

Then he took his pithy analysis to the heart of the matter, writing that “the division, at 
the moment, is between primary producing countries on the one hand and manufacturing
countries on the other. Your two speakers would represent these divisions admirably.
Africa is the great primary producer, whether in the form of minerals, such as copper, or
agricultural produce, such as cocoa. Britain on the other hand has to depend entirely upon
the export of manufactured goods and commercial services. The problems of development
and redevelopment are relatively just as important within the two economic structures.”

Prince Philip agreed to Looker’s two proposed speakers, Lord Franks on the problems 
of development and re-development in a manufacturing country, and Robert Gardiner
on the problems of industrial development in Africa, and he wrote to them in October
1966, inviting them to give the keynote addresses at the beginning of the Conference.

Individual Commonwealth countries had by 1966 begun the process of selecting members
for 1968. In Canada, High Commissioner of the UK, perhaps unclear about the process,
gave the Canadian selection committee the names of those Canadians he expected to be
chosen for the 1968 Conference. After a polite but curt conversation, his list was rejected
and the Canadian selection process carried on. 

In March 1967, Prince Philip visited Canberra, Melbourne, and Sydney to meet with
organisers of the 1968 Conference. Along with his letter of thanks to Looker, he enclosed
a copy of a detailed report of the Canadian Conference by an Australian member, Pauline
Griffin, which he recommended as “required reading” for the 1968 staff.

The official opening of the Conference was set for Monday, May 13, 1968, but members
began arriving in Sydney on the weekend. An account of that weekend in the Conference
Record observes that “overseas visitors landing at Sydney’s Kingsford Smith airport on
the Saturday and Sunday before the Conference opening must have found it hard to
believe that Australia was only just recovering from one of the longest droughts in its
history. Wind and rain lashed the flat expanses of the airport as flights arrived.”

Another tradition borrowed from Oxford was the rather Spartan accommodation at
four residential colleges. After flights that for some members had lasted 72 hours, they
arrived to digs that the Conference Record says featured “1920s-style, dark-stained 
furniture, brown linoleum on the floors, broken headlights in the windows and light
switches in obscure places.”

Body clocks struggled to adjust and a documentary film screening scheduled for the
Sunday night was “quietly abandoned.” But 500 members, Conference staff, wives and
guests did manage to attend a ferry cruise of Sydney harbour aboard the South Steyne
on Sunday afternoon.

“Below decks the RAAF Central Band under Squadron-Leader Hicks played music from
Man of La Mancha and everywhere members met members. As well as finding out about
each other, they were finding out about Sydney” and saw the bridge and the as yet unfinished
Opera House from a breathtaking vantage point, the Conference Record reports.

Duke of Edinburgh speaks at the 
official opening in the Great Hall, 

University of Sydney

Members register on arrival 
in Sydney
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me and James Mukasa of Uganda that ‘all the abos want is a bit of meat and use of a
cow, it’s all these agitators from Sydney stirring them up,’ sentiments familiar to me both
at home and in other countries since – racism in its dumb-ass form.”

J.D. Sellier, Chairman of Consolidated Appliances Ltd. in Trinidad and Tobago, saw it
from another perspective in a 2005 interview.

“We soon got down to the nitty-gritty of the thing and we tried to put some humour
into our particular efforts,” said Sellier, at the time Managing Director of two companies
in Trinidad and Tobago. “Quite soon we recognized there really wasn’t any poverty as
we knew it in Australia. We felt that Australia was, by the standards of other places in
the world, poverty-free.”

Sellier said he was “very pleasantly surprised to find a degree of industrialisation and the
sophistication of the place.”

From the point of view of climate, however, “it was winter and I had never felt that 
cold in my life. We were ill-prepared for the temperature, I can tell you. We had a very
humorous ride from Sydney to Canberra on a train. They put us on a train mainly because
they didn’t want us to get there too quickly. So the train travelled at about 10 miles an
hour and it was brutally cold on board. We slept wrapped up in newspapers and it really
was a miserable journey.

“Plus they had the Duke of Edinburgh bouncing around on the platform welcoming
everybody and saying, ‘I trust you had a wonderful journey over.’ And, of course, he 
met 200 or 300 very miserable people. We were made extremely welcome and the
organisation was good. Other than the train ride, it was very, very good indeed. And 
we got on very well.”

He credits the Conference for helping to broaden his acquaintanceship with people 
from a wide variety of Commonwealth countries. “I have not been exposed to so many
different nationalities in a face-to-face position. I think that you have to listen and a lot
of their points of view came over. I left with some more tolerance.”

Delahunty also said the Conference helped broaden his horizons. “I hadn’t been out of
New Zealand before at that stage. And I was very interested in Australia. I thought it
was a great opportunity for me, personally, a learning opportunity, and as well as a very
pleasant social one.

“While I’d be the last person ever to retreat from having a left-wing point of view
towards capitalist society, I think one has to keep a relaxed and open attitude to how
things are happening. Because otherwise you’re talking about someone’s 19th century
prognostications rather than the century you’re living in.”

Dr. Lee Fook Hong, now principal consultant with Lee Fook Hong & Co. in Singapore,
was a taxation and real estate assistant at Shell Group in Singapore when he went to
Australia. His country had achieved independence just three years earlier, and he arrived
at the Conference aiming to learn from management and union leaders alike. “Singapore
was still lagging behind,” he remembers. “I hoped to learn something about the lifestyle
of people in other countries and their industries, economies, structure of their govern-
ment, and the labour unions.”

He was not disappointed. “The exposure, the context, the fellowship changed my life
and my thinking and my activities tremendously… They are important because they
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Scufham, then an industrial chaplain, wrote that conditions there were very difficult for
residents. Iron ore was being mined and shipped to Japan and a fine dust settled over
everything and everyone. The study group felt that the companies involved showed little
commitment to the community – and it was the Group’s members from Australia who
were most strident in their criticism of the conditions. It became clear the Port Hedland
experience would factor into the group’s final presentation and through a chain of circum-
stances this fact came to the attention of the combative Minister of Development for
Western Australia, Charles Court. When the study group met in Adelaide to begin assembling
their conference report, Court insisted on meeting with them, and argued strenuously
with the surprised members that their perceptions of Port Hedland were entirely wrong.
Somewhat shaken but certainly unbowed, the study group carried on with their preparations,
and described their experiences in detail to the closing session. Charles Court, meanwhile,
went on to a distinguished public career that included election as Premier of Western
Australia and a knighthood. Perhaps borrowing from his experience with the Conference,
he later founded the Sir Charles Court Young Leaders Foundation.

Australian member Bill Mansfield, then a 26 year old assistant research officer with the
Postal Telecommunication Technicians’ Association, recalled the strenuous pace of the
study tours. “We were all complaining about the inability to have any breaks and catch
our breath. The first few days were in Sydney, then we went to Canberra, then our group
flew across the country from Canberra to Perth. And then we flew up to northwest Australia
to the mineral developments. That was a heavy start. Then we were thrown into six or
seven days a week starting from about 7:30 in the morning and going through 10:00 at
night. But in retrospect, it was appropriate. We had to get the most out of the time. We
all survived it, and at the end of the day the experience was fantastic.” 

“What I valued most was the exposure to things that were actually happening on the
ground, going out and talking to individuals who were experiencing the pressures of
change, not only from the employee point of view, but also from the employer and 
government point of view. Provision of infrastructure, for example, in these developing
mining towns – how do we achieve it and what are the priorities,” remembers Mansfield,
who today serves as a Commissioner of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission. 

Delahunty, the non-monarchist from New Zealand, might have been reading from the
Duke’s own book when he spoke of the Conference’s examination of the relationship
between industry and people.

“A lot of the things that were referred to as the ‘Industrial Problems of Human Beings,’ 
I would have reversed because when you put it as the ‘Human Problems of Industry,’ it
assumes that industry is the given and that humans have problems in relating to it. And
that’s a point of view whether you put the establishment first and put people into it, or
whether you look at people and fit the establishment to fit them and their needs.” The
New Zealander also praised the courage of Conference organisers for putting Australia’s
more sombre side on display for outsiders.

“There was the bravery of the organisers who sent us around aboriginal areas instead 
of [a mill]. I won’t forget the people in flimsy humpies by the Walgett river; the dreadful
silent anger of the black people in the settlement purposely built low-standard for aborigines,
with a muddy forecourt where we arrived to be met with deserved disdain from behind
part-opened blinds; the Walgett RSL where we included in our lunch the first aboriginal
allowed to enter its sacred portals; the ignorance of the station owner’s guest who told
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“It was one of the greatest starts in my trade union life. I was just in the trade union
movement about 24 months before. It was very, very good. No disruption because of
race, no disruption because of different regions. We were talking about the workers 
and the workers’ cause, the difficulty of the workplace. It was a very, very beneficial
conference for me.”

For Charles, one memory still stands out. “In Jamaica, we’d say I’m a country boy. I have
never thought about going to an event with the Queen. When I saw myself sitting at the
table with them, I gave myself a little pinch and said, ‘Hey, boy, look, all the way from
Jamaica to Buckingham Palace’.

“That conference may have been the total reason why I stayed in the trade union movement
and I’m still there today. Since then I have gone through the political movement, I have
been in the senate for two terms, I am now in parliament for my fourth term. And I’m
still in the trade union movement.” 

Among the most delighted participants in 1968 was K.E. (Kath) Holmes, one of just eight
women members of the first study conference in Oxford, where she had been chosen to
move a vote of thanks to the Conference Council. “I was Vice-Chairman of the Sydney
study group organizing committee for the 1968 conference,” she recalled in 1995. “As 
the Women’s College at Sydney University was the headquarters for all the groups which
visited Sydney, I went into residence for the period of the study tour visits. It was huge
fun and marvelous to be back in the thick of the conference study groups again.” 

In his closing address in Melbourne on June 3, the Prince praised members for resisting
the “shout now, think later” approach to decision-making.

“I shall be more than satisfied if this Conference has developed a habit of asking questions
first and making a decision second; communication before action. This I think you will
agree is a more sensible approach than the more usual one of instant decision followed 
a bit later by an inquiry to find out why it all went wrong.”

Prince Philip also noted that in addition to the other benefits of the Conference, there
was an unanticipated “side-effect.”

“Although we used the Commonwealth as a basis for the Conference, it was never
intended as a means of promoting the Commonwealth idea. In the event, no one who
has been even remotely connected to this Conference can fail to have been impressed by
the ease, the simplicity and the genuine friendliness with which people from so many
races and backgrounds have formed themselves into such a wonderfully cheerful team.”

Sadly the cheer turned to mourning barely a day after the close. As many members were
still in Australia, preparing to return home, news came that Senator Robert Kennedy had
been shot fatally in Los Angeles the night of June 5 to 6. Many members made the
return trip in shock.

AUSTRALIA HAS A GO40

bring people together and they become more open-minded and prepared to look at the
world as a greater world than just confined to one small country or territory.” In fact,
Dr. Lee developed a life-long friendship and business relationship with his group chair,
Eric Neal, later serving as a director on companies operated by Sir Eric. 

Greg Murphy, a retired trade unionist who at the time worked as a car inspector with
Canadian National Railways, recalled his experiences with Group P as they toured Tasmania.

“Believe it or not, when I went to Australia, I was 31 years of age and never had a
drink,” he recalled in 2005. “I soon learned that Group P would have their portable bar.
Late in the evening we had to provide a report of all of our daily activities, including all
our individual talks with many Australians, at various stand-up receptions with a drink
in our hands.

“Adding to that, I became air sick on the last leg of our trip from Fiji to Sydney. I remained
in my room for a solid day, missing a boat tour of Sydney Harbour, not eating, wanting
to talk or see anybody. The employer members in Group P didn’t even suggest that I was
playing possum to collect sick pay.”

Murphy had spoken to the local press in Tasmania and the final report of Group P 
highlighted his performance with these words, he still recalls with pride: “One of our
members, an enterprising trade unionist from Canada, [was] so carried away by the 
facts that his comments on Tasmanian unionism at a press conference drew forth an 
editorial from the paper concerned. He suggested at a visit to a home for the aged that
the inmates should be unionized. I believe he had an octogenarian spinster picked out 
as organizer. Strangely, there seemed little response.”

Years later, Murphy remembers, his path crossed again with Prince Philip. “I did get a
chance to see him on October 12, 2002, when he was in Moncton [New Brunswick]
accompanying Queen Elizabeth, who was officially opening the new terminal building
for the Moncton International Airport. I yelled ‘Australia – 1968.’ He waved and said
another alumni member was at the entrance when he came in.”

Another member who toured Tasmania was Sheung Yu Cheung, then a 30-year-old 
officer of his family’s Garden Co. Ltd. in Hong Kong. On his first day, Cheung arrived
in Tasmania exhausted. He suddenly felt the need for a haircut and entered a barber
shop. He fell asleep in the chair almost straight away and awoke to find himself with 
an odd new hairstyle. The sympathetic barber had decided to let him sleep while he
improvised with his scissors. Later in the week, when Prince Philip visited Cheung’s
group, he broke the ice by asking how Cheung had come to look like that. After listening
to his story, the Duke laughed and said that Cheung had received a convict haircut, a
lesson in local history.

The Hon. Pearnel Charles, a Jamaica Labour Party MP, was a member of the Bustamante
Industrial Trade Union when he went to Australia.

The Conference closes – Wilson Hall,
University of Melbourne

Closing Plenary

Barbeque at close of 1968 Conference,
Merri Park, near Melbourne


